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The growing culture of pot
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“Roll, roll, roll a joint, twist it at the
end, light it up and take a puff, and
pass it to your friends.” These are
the more well-known words of Tré
Cool, drummer for the punk rock
band Green Day, and, for some,
a fictive declaration to the life of
“stonerhood”. The popularity of
marijuana, however, extends far
beyond clichéd one-liners.
Marijuana has been used
for thousands of years in many parts
of the world. From use of its seeds
for food in some Asian countries
such as China, to use of its healing
properties for those who suffer from
particular illnesses, marijuana has
come to define much of peoples’
lives, as history can easily tell us.
For the majority of young
people though, marijuana is used
widely for recreational reasons, it
would seem. Its ever-rising popularity has brought about certain attitudes and practices that are commonly held amongst people who
use marijuana whether it is for recreational, medicinal, or religious
purposes. It appears that marijuana
has grown (no pun intended) into
somewhat of a culture, with an
expanding market geared towards
those who consume marijuana for
whatever their reasons.

Whether you smoke marijuana for medicinal, religious, or recreational purposes, the appeal of this drug is quite extensive.
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Michael Baldasaro, current mayoral candidate for the
Greater Hamilton Area (G.H.A.),
proponent for the legalization of
marijuana and an active member
of the Church of Universe, in collaboration with Reverend Tucker,
also a member of the Church of the
Universe, comment on why it is that
marijuana is appealing for so many
people: “young people growing up
are looking to find themselves and
intelligent people of all ages find
its healthful, healing and relaxing
benefits appealing...any intelligent
person would choose marijuana
over alcohol”.
As based on the findings
of the McCart decision in August
1997, the consumption of marijuana is far less damaging than is
tobacco or alcohol; the related material generated by this trial illustrates that marijuana is indeed of no
serious harm to those who use the
substance, despite claims that say
otherwise.
So, why is it that stigmatic
stereotypes are often associated
with marijuana itself as well as marijuana consumption? The fact that
there is no safe way to purchase this
drug aside from a doctor’s prescription or government license to grow
it yourself is definitely a contributing factor. Most people are forced to
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